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• A new vision for General Practice inLondon – at the heart of Primary CareTransformation

Commissionersacross London, General Practice and patients have been working to define and describe a vision for the future of General Practice, whichaddresses these areas for improvement.In order to 

ensure that this is appropriate, the vision has been discussed with  a wide rangeof NHS  stakeholders and the public across London.

Commissionersacross London, General Practice and patients have been working to define and describe a vision for the future of General Practice, whichaddresses these areas for improvement.In order to 

ensure that this is appropriate, the vision has been discussed with  a wide rangeof NHS  stakeholders and the public across London.

Patients have told us there needs to be improvement in three areas:
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Accessible Care

Better access to routine and urgent care from primary care professionals, at a time that’s convenient and with a 

professional of choice.

Coordinated Care

Greater continuity of care between NHS and social services, named clinicians, and more time with patients who 

need it.

Proactive Care

More health prevention by working in partnerships to reduce morbidity, premature mortality, health inequalities, 

and the future burden of disease in the capital. Treating the causes, not just the symptoms.
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..And how canthis delivered?

GP networks interact with other providers to form 

provider networks

Networks with shared core 

infrastructure

GP Networks

GP Units

Diagram by Tower Hamlets CCG
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This vision will be achieved by general practice forging new provider models based around scale and collaboration andworkingwith other partners in the system e.g. pharmacy, voluntary agencies 

etc. Enabling work to support this is also required, and is described on following slides.
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Jointly building a strategic commissioning frameworkfor release in November, tosupport 

localPCtransformation

The aim for the Primary Care TransformationProgramme, istodevelop joined up thinking on primary care commissioning strategies across London, and to look at the implications of the draft GP 

Developmental Standards as a potential catalyst for change to support local primary care transformation strategies

Thisstrategic commissioning framework is 

due to be released in November .

Further engagement with CCGs, GPs and the 

publicwill then occur in order torefine this 

framework and to support local planning

Thisstrategic commissioning framework is 

due to be released in November .

Further engagement with CCGs, GPs and the 

publicwill then occur in order torefine this 

framework and to support local planning

Description of enabling work required to deliver specificationDescription of enabling work required to deliver specification
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Vision of the future of Primary CareVision of the future of Primary Care

Agreed specification for Accessible, Proactive and Coordinated CareAgreed specification for Accessible, Proactive and Coordinated Care
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Appendix
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General Practicein London is underpressure…
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Growing and ageing population

Increasingly complex conditions

Stark health inequalities and varying performance

Growing patient expectations

Financial pressures

A&E and acute services under strain

Infrastructure which is not fit for purpose
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Londonvoices are united on the need for change
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GPs

“We are dealing withunprecedented 

levels of demand.“

“I’m worried about thefinancial 

sustainabilityof my practice.”

“Patientexpectations are out of 

kilterwith what’s achievable.”
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PATIENTS

“A&E is fasterthan my GP service.”

“Ican’t get throughon the phone.”

“I needcare that is 

coordinatedbetween NHS and social 

care services to keep me well.”

“At the most convenient times of the 

daymy surgery’s doors are closed.”
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CCGs

“There are significant variations 

inhealthcare resource consumption.”

“We need to strengthen primary care if 

we want tostop acute activity from 

spiraling.”
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ACUTE CLINICIANS

“There istoo much pressureon 

A&Edepartments in London.”

“Community and primary careservices 

need to changeso that I can ensure 

patients aren’t kept in hospital for longer 

than necessary.”

“There is too muchvariation in 

standardsof primary care.”
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..and London is responding..

The NHS across London has been working with patients and other stakeholders to define and describe a vision General Practice, which responds to the challenges of our growing and changing 

capital:
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3 x Expert Panels

(20-50 

membersincpatient

reps)

Patient review 

panel

(10 people)

3 x virtual groups

(60 - 80 people)
Clinical Board

(35 people)

Borough based Health & 

Social Care -CCGs & 

LAs

(100 people)

Senate / SCNs

(800+ people)

This engagement continues 

to grow and includes patients 

throughout

*numbers are approximate

The result was three areas of focus for improvement:Accessible Care, Proactive Care and Co-ordinated Care
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What should London’s patients expect in future?

17 descriptions of care in the future have been identified for GeneralPractice in London, to act as a catalyst for change in the Primary Care system. These fall into three 

themes, enhancing careby making it moreproactive, accessible and coordinated
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What is the… Accessible Care Service Offer
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The Accessiblecare service offer describeschanges to enable patients to feel confident that theycan access general practice in a way which meets their needs

..But what does thismean for patients?

“I will be able to book ahead with my GP, at least four weeks ahead” “I will only have to make one call or click in order to make an appointment”

“I will be able to have consultations via telephone, email or skype”

The expert panel that developed these was chaired byDr Tom Coffey,a GP Partner atBrocklebankGroup.

Pre-Engagement Draft
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What is the… Coordinated Care Service Offer
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..But what does thismean for patients?

The expert panel that developed these was chaired byDr Rebecca Rosen,a senior fellow in Health Policy at the Nuffield Trust and a General Practitioner in 

Greenwich

The Coordinated Careservice offer isabout outlining a way that clinicians, patients, and others come together to betterhelp patients achieve their desired health outcomes

“I will be supported to manage my own health with greater confidence, knowledge and responsibility” “My care will be coordinated, rather than fragmented and transitions between services will be 

seamless”

Pre-Engagement Draft
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What is the… Proactive Care Service Offer
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..But what does thismean for patients?

The expert panel that developed these was chaired byDr Nav Chana, a GP and senior partner at the Cricket Green Medical Practice

The Proactive Careservice offer aimsto outline how general practice can better support patients instaying well

“I will have information tailored to my needs on when, where and how to access health and 

wellbeing support in my community”

“My local practices will work with our local communities to discuss the population’s health needs and 

co-design new services in the community that support people to stay well

Pre-Engagement D
raft
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..And how will they be delivered
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What supporting work is happening?

In addition to enhancing the standards, work is being undertaken to identify and design the enabling work which will allow the standards to be implemented. 11 delivery areas have been identified, and these are below:

Workstream High Level Description

Service Offer What should the service offer be for London within Accessible, Proactive and Coordinated Care?

Models of Care What are the principles for care; how will patients be kept at the centre?

Models of General Practice (GP) delivery How willthe model of care will bedelivered?– i.e. through better use of technology, increased working through networks etc.

Financial Modelling What is the cost toimplement and run with the new service specification?

Estates Whatneeds to change in Primary Care Estates in order to make theserviceofferfeasible?

Co-Commissioning How shouldservices be commissioned between NHS England and CCGs in order to ensure deliver of the service offer?

Workforce What are the implications for the workforcein delivering this service offer?

Technology Enablement What technology is needed and where is this already being delivered?

Provider Development What development support is needed for Providers (GPsetc)to deliver this work?

Monitoring & Evaluation How can delivery of the serviceoffer be measured? How will it be indicated that the outcomes of the service offers will be met?

Comms& Engagement How will stakeholders be kept upto date with what is going on?

• 14
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